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This document is divided into two sections.  The first section provides the specification of
AppleTalk Filing Protocol (AFP) version 2.2, which includes two request types that have
been modified since version 2.1.  The second section describes the design of AFP over
TCP/IP.

Change Log
Feb 10 1998

• Section 1: Added bit 11, (Allocation Block size) to the Vol Params bitmap.
• Section 2: Clarified the role of the command field in DSI replies.
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SECTION I:  AFP 2.2 SPECIFICATION
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FPGetSrvrInfo

Inputs SAddr (EntityAddr) Internet address of the server
(OTAddress)

Outputs FPError (long)
Flags (int) Flags, consisting of:

0 SupportsCopyFile
1 SupportsChgPwd
2 DontAllowSavePwd
3 SupportsSrvrMsgs
4 SupportsSrvrSignature
5 SupportsTCP/IP
6 Supports Srvr Notifications

Server Name( string) The name of the server
MachineType (string) String describing the server's

hardware   and/or operating system
AFPVersions (strings) Versions of AFP that the server uses.
UAMs (strings) User Authentication Methods

supported by this Server.
Volume Icon and Mask
(256 bytes)
Server Signature A 16 byte number for uniquely

identifying the server.
Network  Addresses Server's Network Addresses
(AFP Net Address)

Result Codes NoServer Server is not responding.

Algorithm The FPGetServerInfo call retrieves information about the server in the form
of an information block.

To facilitate access to all the fields of the information block, the block
begins with a header containing the offset to each field of information: first
an offset to the Machine Type, followed by the offset to the AFP Versions
strings, the offset to the UAM strings, the offset to the Volume Icon and
Mask, the flags word, the Server Name padded to an even boundary, the
offset to the Server Signature, and the offset to the IP Numbers.  The
Volume Icon and Mask, Server Signature, and IP Numbers are optional.  If
the Volume Icon and Mask is not included, the offset will be 0.  The Server
Signature and IP Numbers offsets are included only if either of their bits in
the flags word are set. (i.e. or the bits)

The AFP versions and the UAMs are formatted as a 1-byte count followed
by that number of strings packed back-to-back without padding. AFP 2.2 is
denoted by the string "AFP2.2".  Earlier AFP versions were denoted by the
string "AFPVersionX.X". It was shortened to conserve space in the
ServerInfo reply.

The Server Signature is a unique id for the server.  This is be used to insure
that the workstation does not login to the same server multiple times. This is
important when the server is using multi-homing.
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The Network Addresses are a list of  addresses which the workstation  can
use to connect over TCP/IP or AppleTalk. They are stored as AFP Network
Addresses which is defined later. 
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Notes This is the only AFP call that can be made without
establishing a session between the workstation and server.

The server can pack fields in the reply block in any order, and each field
should be accessible only through the use of offsets.  In other words, the
workstation client should make no assumptions about how the fields are
packed relative to one another.  The exception is the Server Name filed,
which always begins immediately after the Flags field. There are two new
offset fields placed after the server name, padded to an even byte boundary.
If either the SupportsTCP/IP or the SupportsSrvrSignature bits are set, both
of the new offset fields must be present.

This call should be implemented using the ASP GetStatus mechanism.

                                         

SupportsSrvrNotifications
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Block format
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AFP Network Address 

Each Data Item consists of a length byte followed by a tag byte followed by
up to 254 bytes of data. The AFP 2.2 Spec defines three tags:

len | tag | Description

06  01  Basic IP address  (4 bytes, no port number)

08  02  IP Address with Port (4 bytes address, 2 bytes port)

06  03  DDP Address (2 bytes net, 1 byte node, 1 byte socket)

Tag 0, 04 - 0x40 Reserved

The network address format is intended to inform the workstation as to
which network address are available and any other relevant information.
Tags which the client does not recognize must be ignored.
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FPGetVolParms

Inputs SRefNum (short) Session refnum
Volume ID (short) Volume identifier
Bitmap (short) Bitmap describing which parameters

are to be returned (the bit
corresponding to each desired
parameter should be set); cannot be
null:
0 Attributes (short) consisting of

the following flag:
0 ReadOnly

1 Signature (short)
2 Creation Date (long)
3 Modification Date (long)
4 Backup Date (long)
5 Volume ID (short)
6 Bytes Free (long) unsigned
7 Bytes Total (long) unsigned
8 Volume Name (short)
9 Extended Bytes Free (8 bytes)
10 Extended Bytes Total (8 bytes)
11 Allocation Block size  (long) unsigned

Outputs FPError (long)
Bitmap (short) Copy of input parameter
Parameters

Result Codes ParamErr Session refnum or volume identifier
is unknown.

BitmapErr An attempt was made to retrieve a
parameter that cannot be obtained
with this call; bitmap is null.

Algorithm The FPGetVolParms call retrieves parameters that describe a specified
volume.  The volume is specified by its Volume ID as returned from the
FPOpenVol call.  In response to this call, the server packs the volume
parameters in bitmap order in the reply block, along with a copy of the
Bitmap inserted before the parameters.

The server needs to keep all variable-length parameters, such as the Volume
Name field, at the end of the block.  In order to do this, the server
represents variable-length parameters in bitmap order as fixed-length offsets
(shorts).  These offsets are measured from the start of the parameters (not
form the start of the Bitmap) to the start of the variable-length fields.  The
variable-length fields are then packed after all fixed-length fields.

The extended bytes free and extended bytes total parameters are intended for
use with volumes greater than 4 gigabytes.  If a volume exceeds the 4
gigabyte limit, the bytes free and bytes total parameters may no longer
reflect the actual values.  In this case, the bytes total parameter will reflect
the maximum value it can contain - 4 gigabytes.  The bytes free parameter
will reflect the bytes free up to a maximum of 4 gigabytes.  In any case, the
extended bytes free and extended bytes total will reflect the true values.
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Notes The user must have previously called FPOpenVol for this volume.

The extended bytes free and extended bytes total fields are in network byte
order (MSB first).

The ReadOnly attribute must be set by some administrative function.

The VolParams Bitmap also applies to the FPOpenVolume call as well.
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Server Notifications

Server notifications are implemented as a special attention. The AFPUserBytes are the 2-
byte attention code sent in an ASP Attention packet to the AFP client.   In order to
accommodate some new features in AFP 2.1 (such as server message) and new capabilities
in the workstation code (auto-reconnect), the AFPUserBytes were augmented as described
below. The new definitions for AFP 2.2 are underlined.

The AFPUserBytes are defined as follows:

The Attention Code bits for the AFPUserBytes are defined as follows with the new bit
definitions for AFP 2.1 in bold:

The bit numbers for the Attention Code bits are defined as follows:

bit 15 Shutdown or Attention bit.  Used when either the server is being
shutdown or when a user(s) are being disconnected.

bit 14 Server Crash bit.  The server has detected some internal error, and the
session will close immediately with minimal flushing of files.  There may be
some data loss.  This is never accompanied by a server message.  This
condition is high unlikely.

bit 13 Server Message bit.  There is a server message that the client should request
using the afpGetSrvrMsg call with a MsgType of “Server” (see below).  the
client should request the message as soon as possible after receiving this
attention, or else the server message it receives could be outdated.

bit 12 Don’t Reconnect bit.  This bit is set when a user is disconnected so that the
client’s reconnect code does not attempt to reconnect the session.  This bit is not
set for normal server shutdowns, nor when the server crashes.  And it
obviously is not set when the server loses power or where there is a break in the
network cabling, because in these cases this attention is never sent out.  This
mechanism allows administrators to disconnect users (and not allow them to
reconnect), but also allows them to shutdown the server for backup purposes,
bring it back up again, and allow all those clients to transparently reconnect.
This bit is ignored except for when the number of minutes is 0.
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The valid bit combinations are the following:

1000 The server is shutting down or the user will be disconnected in the designated
number of minutes.  There is no message accompanying this shutdown.  The
workstation may reconnect if desired.  This code may be used upon server
shutdown (i.e., quitting file service).

1001 The server is shutting down or the user will be disconnected in the designated
number of minutes.  There is no message accompanying this shutdown.  The
workstation ought not reconnect.  This is the code used upon user
disconnection (i.e., selecting an intruder and disconnecting them).

1010 The server is shutting down or the user will be disconnected in the designated
number of minutes.  There is a message accompanying this shutdown.  The
workstation should immediately submit an afpGetSrvrMsg call to receive and
display the message.  The workstation may reconnect if desired.  This code may
be used upon server shutdown (i.e., quitting file service).

1011 The server is shutting down or the user will be disconnected in the designated
number of minutes.  There is a message accompanying this shutdown.  The
workstation should immediately submit an afpGetSrvrMsg call to receive and
display the message.  The workstation ought not reconnect.  This is the code
used upon user disconnection (i.e., selecting an intruder and disconnecting
them).

0100 The server is going down immediately  (possibly due to some internal error)
and can only perform minimal flushing.  Number of minutes is ignored.  There
is never a message accompanying such an attention code.

0010 The server has a server message available for this workstation.  The
workstation should immediately submit an afpGetSrvrMsg call to receive and
display the message.  The extended bitmap is reserved for Apple internal use
only.

0011 Server Notification, The server is notifying the client of an event relating to the
current session. The bits in the extended bitmap denote the type of notification.

Bit 0 VolChanged. The mod date of one of the volumes mounted from
this server has changed. The client should issue an afpGetVolParms
call for each volume mounted from the server.

The rest of the extended bitmap is reserved and should be set to 0. Clients
should ignore bits they do not understand.

0001 Reserved.  The extended bitmap is reserved for Apple internal use only.

0000 Reserved.  The extended bitmap is reserved for Apple internal use only.
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SECTION II:  AFP OVER TCP/IP
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Introduction:

Originally AppleTalk Filing Protocol (AFP) was designed to work over AppleTalk Session
Protocol (ASP) which sits on top of the connection-less AppleTalk Transaction Protocol
(ATP).  Due to the inherent limitations in AppleTalk protocol suit, this design did not scale
very well.  There are other transport protocols that work well in large networks and have
much greater installed base.  This paper describes how one such transport protocol called
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) can be used efficiently to carry out AFP traffic.

Over the recent years, the Internet has experienced an explosive growth.  Implementing
AFP services on TCP/IP would leverage this growth.  AFP services will be available to
users through the "global" Internet with the same ease of use  that they are used to over
AppleTalk networks.  Once the volume is mounted on the Macintosh, it becomes
completely transparent to the user what type of network they are connected to.  Similarly,
on smaller or local area networks, AFP services over TCP/IP will effectively utilize the
bandwidth provided by the high speed network media like FDDI and ATM.

Design:

An small layer with minimal overhead will be implemented to provide AFP services over
TCP/IP.  This layer establishes an interface between AFP and TCP, but will be generic
enough to be employed over any data stream protocol.  Hence, we will call it a "Data
Stream Interface(DSI)".  This layer has the following properties.

• The interface will register the AFP server on a well-known (static) data stream port.  In
case of TCP, it will be a TCP port number 548.  In other protocol suites, where a service
locating protocol is available, for example when putting AFP over  ADSP, NBP can be
used to advertise the server.  Also, in IPX/SPX world, Service Advertising Protocol (SAP)
can be used to advertise and locate an AFP Server.
• The interface supports request/response model with multiple outstanding requests on any
given connection.  In other words, the requests window size may be of length greater than
1.
• Replies may be sent out of order for multiple outstanding requests.
• AFP Session will have a 1-to-1 mapping to any Port ID or Connection ID maintained by
the data stream protocol.
• The interface maintains some state for every open connection from client.  This allows the
server to demultiplex  requests to an appropriate AFP session.
• The design will allow the server to send and receive large size packets.  The size of
packets will be based on underlying network Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU).
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Data Stream Interface Header:

Flags Command Request ID

Error Code/Enclosed Data Offset

Total Data Length

Reserved Field

0 32

The interface header is shown above.  This header will be inserted in front of every AFP
request or reply packet.  Below is an explanation of each header field.

Flags:

An eight bit field which carries a flag.  This flag allows server to determine the packet type.
Following are the packet types defined in hexadecimal format:

00 = Request
01 = Reply

Commands:

An eight bit field which carries the command type similar to ASP Commands.  All of the
ASP Commands will be preserved except for the ASPWriteContinue.  These commands
are enumerated  below.

DSICloseSession = 1
DSICommand = 2
DSIGetStatus = 3
DSIOpenSession = 4
DSITickle = 5
DSIWrite = 6
DSIAttention = 8

DSIAttention was deliberately given a value equal to 8 to keep consistency between the
ASP and the DSI command types. Only servers generate DSIAttention requests while all
other request types are generated by clients. Servers may also generate DSICloseSession
requests. The Command field is also in the reply to help match against the corresponding
request.
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Request ID:

This 16 bit field is used to maintain a request ID on per connection(session) basis.  This
request ID is also in the reply to help match against the corresponding request. Request IDs
are generated by the hosts that issue requests.

The request IDs can be between 0 and 65535 (inclusive) and must be generated in
sequential order.  Once a request ID reaches to 65536, it should wrap around to 0.  The
client generates the initial request ID and communicates to the server in  DSIOpenSession
command.  The server uses the following algorithm to calculate expected request ID in a
next request from the client:

if (LastReqID == 65536) LastReqID = 0;
else LastReqID = LastReqID  + 1;

ExpectedReqID = LastReqID;

For requests generating from the server side, the server begins request IDs with 0.

Error Code/Enclosed Data Offset:

This field in the DSI header can take up a different role based on the command type and the
message kind (either request or reply).  In case of reply messages, this field will always
carry an error code.  On the other hand, in the request messages, except for the DSIWrite
request, the server will ignore this field.  However, in request messages, except for the
DSIWrite request, clients should set this field to zero for future compatibility.  The
DSIWrite request will have an enclosed data offset in this field of DSI header.

The enclosed data offset field, for DSIWrite requests, is the number of bytes in the data that
represent AFP command information. This is used by the server to collect the AFP
command part of the packet before accepting the data corresponding with that command.
For example, when an FPWrite command is issued to write the data on the server, the
enclosed data offset will be equal to 12.

Total Data Length:

A 32 bit unsigned field carries the total data length following the Data Stream Interface
Header.

Reserved Field:

A 32 bit field reserved for future use.  Should be set to 0
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Data Stream Interface Commands:

The AFP server over TCP/IP  interface supports several commands.  Both the semantics
and the interface to these commands will be substantially different than the ones used in
ASP/ATP world.

An AFP server expects two command types, that is, DSIOpenSession or DSIGetStatus
after the data stream connection establishment.  DSIOpenSession command confirms the
clients commitment to open an actual DSI session.  As mentioned earlier, there is a 1-to-1
mapping between the data stream connection and a DSI session.  DSIGetStatus command
replies the server status followed by the connection tear down by an AFP server.

DSIOpenSession:

DSIOpenSession request must be the very first request issued by the client right after
establishing a connection with an AFP server.  The request will bring an initial request ID
generated by the client.  The data portion of the DSIOpenSession packet may contain client
(request) or server (reply) defined options.  These options must conform to the following
format.

0816

Option Tag Option Length An Option of variable length

In an option format depicted above, the Option Tag and Option Length are both unsigned 8
bit quantities.   An option could be of variable length but, to help speed processing, should
be 4 byte aligned.

This specification currently defines two different types of options.  They are called  "Server
Request Quantum" and "Attention Quantum".  The Attention Quantum option is sent by the
client in DSIOpenSession request to let the server know about the largest size attention
packet it is willing to  accept.  The Server Request Quantum option is sent by the server
along with the DSIOpenSession reply.  This helps server to let the client know about the
requests' quantum size.

Server Request Quantum = 0x00
Attention Quantum = 0x01

The option data is a 4 byte quantity in network byte order (msb first) interpreted as a long
value representing the number of bytes the server and the client may handle in a request,
not counting the DSIHeader & AFP command.
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DSIGetStatus :

In ASP, the ASPGetStatus call is out of band, that is, the call is made with out first creating
a session.  In data stream world, a connection need to be established in order to carry out
any conversation.  An AFP server will support DSIGetStatus call over its listening port.
This call will get the GetStatus data from the AFP and return to the requesting client.  To
make this call, clients will have to establish a connection to the server' listening  port.  After
sending the reply to the ASPGetStatus call, the server will immediately tear down the
connection.

The AFP 2.2 specification contains the more detailed discussion on the extended
FPGetSrvrInfo call.

DSICommand:

Once the connection is established and the DSI session is opened (through
DSIOpenSession request), DSI starts accepting and processing the DSICommand requests.
Upon receipt of these requests, the interface layer strips off the header, saves the request
context in its internal state and hands the rest of the data (an AFP request) to the AFP.  The
request context is later used to send replies.  The request ID in DSI header is used to match
a request with the reply.  Once the reply is sent, the request context may be reclaimed.

DSIWrite:

The DSIWrite request contains an FPWrite or  FPAddIcon request.  Along with the
request, the data is piggy backed to the server.  Since, AFP may or may not be ready to
accept the data, only the AFP request portion is forwarded to it.  The enclosed data offset in
DSI header helps determine the length of actual AFP header size.  The write data in this
request may be of up to the Server Request Quantum size described in DSIOpenSession
discussion above.

Once AFP is done processing its header and determines that the client is able to write the
data on the server, it may retrieve the write data from Data Stream Interface.  The DSI must
provide a call which AFP uses to retrieve the data to be written on to the server.  Once AFP
replies to this request or DSI finds that all of the data is written to the server, the DSI
disposes of the data and reclaims the storage associated with it

DSIAttention:

The server supports the DSIAttention request packets using the regular data stream packets.
This is one of the two kinds of request packets (other being the DSICloseSession)
supported by this interface.  The attention code is part of the data in DSI packet.  The
attention code size or any other attention type size is restricted by the Attention Quantum
size originally received through DSIOpenSession request.  The default Attention Quantum
size is 2.
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DSITickle:

The DSI supports tickle through DSITickle command packets on per DSI session.  Tickles
are provided to better handle the time-outs of abnormally terminated DSI sessions or data
stream connections.  It is important that we provide a better user experience once the
session has gone away with out letting the other side know about it.  Tickles should help us
provide this user experience.

The DSITickle command request packets are sent periodically, that is, by default every 30
seconds. However, to reduce the network traffic, the tickle packets are only generated from
the server if no other traffic is being generated by the client.  The server resets its tickle
timer on receipt of any packet from the client.

 DSICloseSession:

When an AFP server aborts an open session, the Data Stream Interface sends
DSICloseSession request command to the client.  Thereafter, server immediately closes
down the AFP Session and all of the resources are reclaimed.  It then tears down the data
stream connection.  This call was required so that the close session information could be
relayed to the other end since it takes a lot longer to tear down the data stream connection.
It should be noted that the server does not wait for the DSICloseSession reply to come back
from the client.

This is one of those commands that could be initiated by either the server or the client.  The
client should send DSICloseSession request when it tears down the session.  The
AFPLogout command does not automatically imply the closing of the session.
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